SMART SOLUTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
Innovations for training and decision-making

Get Teams up to Speed Faster

SMART displays and software help connect people with vital information worldwide.

First-responders, government departments and military leadership rely on real-time communication between local and remote team members. SMART solutions work with wireless devices so anyone can contribute ideas from anywhere. We enable colleagues to exchange information beyond the walls of meeting, training and control rooms.

We make technology effortless

SMART interactive displays are global technology hubs connecting purpose-built software, content and devices into one active collaboration environment. The applications are limitless.

COLLABORATION
Get everyone on the same page, fast
SMART solutions make it easy for everyone to contribute to files in the same unbound digital workspace – across borders and time zones.

TRAINING
Prepare teams anywhere for anything
SMART solutions help you create realistic scenarios using the same types of maps, plans and mobile devices teams would use on the job.

COMMAND & CONTROL
Speed up planning and deployment
SMART solutions speed up planning and decision-making in situations when every minute counts – and you cannot afford miscommunication.
Unparalleled Collaborative Experience

With SMART Board® interactive displays, there's no barrier to what teams can achieve. Simply walk up and use for faster breakthroughs, enhanced productivity and serious ROI.

SMART Board 7000 & 7000 Pro series with iQ*
Our flagship interactive displays. Featuring HyPr Touch™, they provide the most advanced touch, writing and collaborative experience.

SMART Board 6000 & 6000 Pro series with iQ*
Our most popular interactive displays. Put more heads together to empower collaboration without cables or limits.

Key Features
Multiple colleagues. Multiple tools. Multiple colors. All at the same time. Only with SMART.

Simultaneous Tool Differentiation frees multiple colleagues to write, erase and move notes at the same time. Pen ID™ recognition and Object awareness™ detection automatically make pens write in different colors, fingers move and palms erase.

SMART Ink® software lets teams write over videos and into PDFs, Microsoft Office® files and websites, then save notes in almost any file type. Automatically convert notes to text and access tools, such as spotlight, magnifier and screen shade.

OPTIONAL*
IQ makes everything one touch away
IQ embedded computing offers one-touch access to collaboration tools including a whiteboard, web browser, and wireless screen sharing from any Android® (Google Cast), iOS® (AirPlay) and Windows® (Miracast) device – without plugging in hardware or installing apps.

*SMART Board 7000, 6000 and MX series interactive displays are available without the IQ module for federal facilities that have restrictions on Bluetooth and wireless network hardware.
More SMART Solutions

SMART Board **MX series with iQ**
**All the essentials**
Digital whiteboard. Chromium™ web browser. Easy screen sharing. MX series has all the essential collaboration tools colleagues need to share information, brainstorm options and make decisions quickly – for less than you think.

*iQ is optional*

SMART Board **2000 & 2000 Pro series**
**Share freely**
More than a basic, non-touch display. Wireless screen sharing makes it easy for colleagues to show whatever is on their Android, iOS, and Windows devices. It’s ready to go right out of the box – no apps, wires or extra hardware necessary.

SMART Podium™ **624**
**Deliver dynamic presentations**
Communicate more effectively. While projecting to a large display, presenters can add notes or illustrations on the 24” touch screen using the cordless, battery free pen – while facing the audience. The SMART Podium also lets instructors deliver training courses from a distance – anywhere, anytime.

SMART Meeting Pro®
**Unbound workspaces**
SMART Meeting Pro® visual collaboration software allows colleagues to create and capture ideas in the virtually unlimited interactive workspace. The workspace expands as you add images, files, links and notes – even over multiple displays and meetings – enhancing collaboration.

SMART Learning Suite
**Interactive course content that engages**
SMART Learning Suite combines course delivery, collaborative workspaces, game-based learning and assessments into one ultimate software suite. It connects interactive displays and trainee devices enabling instructors to better deliver key concepts, improving engagement and comprehension.

Collaboration Software

All SMART interactive displays come with a 1-year subscription to SMART Meeting Pro or SMART Learning Suite software.

SMART TeamWorks™
**Plan. Collaborate. Recap.**
With one-touch meeting launch, a connected whiteboard, wireless screen sharing and PDF summaries, SMART TeamWorks is your end-to-end collaboration solution. The whiteboard lets teams interact with all sorts of dynamic content and remote team members can add notes and files as easily as their colleagues in the room.